NAME:
Aerowash
Aluclean
BTI
C-Break
C-Clean 750

DESCRIPTION:
A concentrated alkaline cleaner containing a synergistic blend of synthetic detergents and organic solvents intended
for the cleaning of surfaces soiled with oil, grease and similar soils
Aluclean is an effective heavy duty acid based cleaner for corrosion and stain removal caused by oxidation on
aluminium.
Unique blend of organic and inorganic corrosion inhibitors specifically developed for the protection of steel when in
contact with sea water.
A modern degreaser incorporating a quick break emulsion specifically made for use when residue is routed through
an oily water separator. Use as supplied and rinse with water
A highly effective, low toxicity dispersant for all forms of oils, specifically at sea, on boats, ships, harbours, beaches
and aircraft.

Cement Remover M

A powerful acid based cleaner designed to effectively remove excess cement and other soils from metal surfaces.

Citrikleen

A multi-purpose degreaser produced with a blend of natural solvents (non-petroleum), surfactants. CITRIKLEEN will
dislodge and remove carbaceous deposits, gelled oil and grease masses into easily rinsed molecules.

C-Scale HL

An inhibited liquid acid used to remove rust and scale from boilers, evaporators and heat exchanger surface.

C-Scale P

Acid Descaler Powder for removal of hard scale and rust deposits from water boilers, diesel engine cooling systems,
condensers, evaporators, heat exchangers, pipeline collection systems.

C-Solve 100

Odourless medium drying safety solvent for cold cleaning electrical equipment

C-Solve 330

Medium Drying Safety Solvent For Cold Cleaning Electrical Equipment

C-Solve 550

For use in cleaning eclectic motors, bearings and other electric equipment. Very fast drying

D Greasor 100x

A multi – purpose degreaser that can be used for the cleaning of exterior surfaces of transport vehicles, including
aircraft, boats, ships and road tankers.

D Greasor 200 HD

D- GREASOR 200 HD is a multi – purpose degreaser that can be used to remove light soils from hard surfaces.

D-Carboniser

Remove heavy oil and carbon deposits from injectors, cylinder heads, pistons, oil pumps, coolers, oil filters etc

Deck Clean

A multi - purpose biodegradable degreaser specifically formulated to remove a range of greases and oily deposits.

Degrasol

Heavy Sovent emulsifying agent for removal of mineral oils and fats. Heavy-duty degreasing. Rinse with fresh or salt
water.

D-GREASOR G-10

General purpose light duty quick separating detergent

Dipsol S
D-Scale PA

A Powerful oxidizing, heavy duty acid based cleaner for corrosion and stain removal caused by oxidation of Stainless
Steel 304, 316
D-Scale PA is an effective general purpose acid based descaler for rust and stain removal caused by oxidation. It is
effectively used in marine, vehicle and general industrial appliances.

D-Strip 500

Heavy duty paint stripper and decarboniser by immersion.

D-Strip 500 Gel

Heavy duty Gel paint stripper and decarboniser.

EcoKleen

A State-Of-The-Art Multi – Purpose Degreaser with a green agenda. it is both bio-degradable and contains no
hydrocarbons, making it environmentally conscience

Grit Hand Cleaner

A gel hand cleaner containing a light abrasive.

Hiflier

A vehicle cleaning liquid compound which cleans and then replaces wax removed with a new hard buffable wax

Liquid Hand Soap

Liquid Hand soap for use in restrooms.

Red Ruby

RED RUBY is a product specifically formulated for applications on all ferrous and galvanised surfaces. It is an instant
rust converter, which transforms rusted and oxidised surfaces into rust resistant areas, encapsulating surface salts

Rust Converter

Concentrated low temperature light rust converter used primarily as primer prior to painting on metals

Rust Remover Gel

A Gel for removing bleeding rust from painted surface on desk, pump room and engine room.

Rust Remover HD

For removing bleeding rust from painted surface on desk, pump room and engine room. Can be used to remove rust
by immersion.

Trim Shine L

Premium quality water based, silicone dressing that both restores and renews.

